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Behavioral Bias of Traders: Evidence for the
Disposition and Reverse Disposition Effect

Abstract
We find evidence for the disposition effect for buy strategies, but a
reverse disposition effect for sell strategies, besides a dependence of the
disposition effect on the investor sophistication. The disposition effect
also depends strongly on the time horizon of a trading strategy. We
develop a model in which informed traders with a behavioral bias and
rational traders interact to generate the reverse disposition effect for
traders following a sell strategy as well as rational traders responding
to the behavioral bias of other traders.
Keywords: Behavioral bias, investor characteristics, trading strategies
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Introduction

It is a widely accepted empirical fact that investors tend to hold on to loosing
stocks for longer than to winning stocks. This observation was first reported
by Shefrin and Statman (1985) and called the disposition effect, whose existence has been confirmed by a large number of empirical investigations, see
e. g. Ferris et al. (1988), Odean (1998), Barber and Odean (1999), Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001), Boebel and Taylor (2000), Barber et al. (2003),
Garvey and Murphy (2004), Kaustia (2004a), Frino et al. (2004), Shu et al.
(2005), Locke and Onayev (2005), among others. While most of these investigations explore the behavior of all market participants on aggregate,
regardless of their characteristics, market conditions or stock characteristics,
a few papers have also attempted to find evidence for differences between
traders. Conducting such investigations, Shapira and Venezia (2001) find
that individual investors are more affected by the disposition effect than professional (i. e. institutional) investors, although both exhibit a disposition
effect. Similarly, Dhar and Zhu (2006) and Feng and Seasholes (2005) find
that the disposition effect reduces with investor sophistication and experience, a finding which is disputed for Chinese traders by Chen et al. (2004).
Furthermore, Brown et al. (2005) find that traders with larger investments
and those making more long-term investments are less affected by the disposition effect. Finally, Ranguelova (2001) finds evidence that the disposition
effect is only present for traders investing in large firms.
Investigations of the disposition effect have in the past often been held back
by the amount of information that is available in databases, not only on the
transactions of individual traders but in particular their characteristics, although such information has recently also become available, e. g. in Feng and
Seasholes (2005). In this paper we use a database which allows us to trace the
trading behavior of individual investors, but also record other characteristics
explicitly, such as their age and gender, or implicitly, e. g. their trading activity or wealth. Using this database allows us to investigate the dependence
of the disposition effect on a large number of these characteristics, which has
so far not been conducted in the literature.
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The origin of the disposition effect is commonly seen in prospect theory as developed by Kahnemann and Tversky (1979), see e. g. Odean (1998), Garvey
and Murphy (2004) or Kyle et al. (2005) for a derivation of the disposition effect from prospect theory. The main idea is that the S-shaped value function
induces risk aversion for winning stocks and risk seeking for loosing stocks,
relative to a reference point which is usually the price at which the stocks
have been bought. This risk aversion causes the trader to realize any profits
quickly to avoid them turning into losses while risk seeking causes to let losses
run in hope of a recovery, thus inducing the observed disposition effect. Recent evidence in Zuchel (2001) and Kaustia (2004b), however, suggests that
prospect theory alone is insufficient to explain the observed patterns and we
have to include mental accounting or other psychological factors for a full
explanation. Regardless of the details of the origin of the disposition effect,
there is a general agreement that it constitutes a behavioral bias.
Our paper develops in the coming section a model which introduces a behavioral bias into the demand of non-rational traders while a small fraction of
rational traders exploit this bias. In contrast to other models of the disposition effect, it merely requires that traders tend to sell in rising markets and
buy in falling markets, thus act as contrarians. In the case of buy strategies,
introducing this bias causes the disposition effect for non-rational traders
while for rational traders we observe a reverse disposition effect, i. e. a tendency to sell loosing stocks quicker than winning stocks. For sell strategies
both traders exhibit a reverse disposition effect, albeit of a different magnitude.
We test our hypothesis with the help of a database recording not only the
trades of individual traders, but also a large number of other characteristics
such as their age or sex. It is found that not all traders exhibit a disposition
effect as usually proposed in the literature. Not only is the strength of the
disposition effect different among traders but also do some traders show a
reverse disposition effect. These results are consistent with the model we
develop in this paper and represent findings not previously reported in the
literature.
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The next section develops the theoretical model while section 3 describes
the data and their treatment. The main empirical results are presented in
section 4 before section 5 concludes the findings.

2

Rational response to the presence of biased
traders

This section develops a model of traders exhibiting a behavioral bias and
rational traders attempting to exploit this behavioral bias. We will show how
this structure leads in some cases to the disposition and in other cases to the
reverse disposition effect. Based on this model we develop four hypotheses
which will be investigated empirically in this paper.

2.1

A model with biased and rational traders

We consider a market in which a single asset is traded in a single trading
round before it is liquidated at the fundamental value. With the current
price, i. e. the price prior to trading, being denoted p0 , all traders know the
distribution of the fundamental value as v ∼ N (p0 , σv2 ).
Let us assume two groups of traders to be present in the market, noise traders
and informed traders. Noise traders submit orders of random sizes to the
market, u ∼ N (0, σu2 ), while informed traders exploit their perfect knowledge
of the realization of the fundamental value v.
There are two types of informed traders, firstly we have fully rational risk
neutral traders, who maximize their expected profits from trading using all
available information. The second type of informed traders exhibit a behavioral bias which allows us to generate the disposition effect. We assume that
the demand of these traders consists of two elements, a rational element and
the bias. Suppose there are a fraction of γ informed traders with a bias.
All traders of a group are behaving as a single trader, i. e. maximizing joint
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profits, allowing us to eliminate the effects of competing traders within types.
As in Kyle (1985) we propose that the price is a linear function of the excess
demand, where x denotes the demand of informed traders and u the aggregate
demand of noise traders:
p = µ + λ(x + u)

(1)

and x = γxB + (1 − γ)xR with xB denoting the trading demand of the biased
traders and xR the trading demand of the fully rational traders. The trading
demand of the fully rational traders is similar to Kyle (1985) assumed to be
linear in the fundamental value:
xR = α + βv.

(2)

The demand of the biased traders is given as follows with p denoting the
equilibrium price in the current trading round:
xB = ξ(v − p0 ) − φ(p − p0 ).

(3)

The first term in this expression captures the rational element of the demand
while the second term captures the bias with φ ≥ 0 indicating the relative
strength of this bias. If φ = 0 the trading demand is consistent with the
result in Kyle (1985) if we set the parameter ξ equal to the corresponding
value there.
Suppose that v > p0 and thus rational traders should hold a long position
of the stock. Hence for φ > 0 the demand of traders is reduced in rising
markets (p > p0 ) and increased in falling markets (p < p0 ). If we assume
that the traders’ previous demands are random and have a mean of x∗B and
the ex-ante expectation of the demand is also x∗B , we should observe that
traders are more likely to sell (parts) of their holdings in rising markets as
P rob(xB < x∗B ) is increasing with the bias, realizing profits with the sale.
The trader will buy additional stocks in falling markets, not realizing losses
because P rob(xB < x∗B ) is decreasing with the bias. These considerations
clearly show that biased traders will exhibit a disposition effect.
In the case that v < p0 rational traders should hold a short position of the
stock. If φ > 0 the demand of traders in rising markets (p > p0 ) is reduced
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even further, hence using the same arguments as above, they are less likely
to liquidate their short position and tend not to realize their losses. In falling
markets (p < p0 ) this effects is reversed, traders are more willing to liquidate
their short position and realize any gains. We should thus observe traders
more likely to realize profits than losses, showing also the disposition effect.
As our aim is to investigate trading strategies, we will have to interpret any
long and short positions of traders relative to some benchmark holding, which
we will choose as the holdings at the beginning of the trading strategy. Thus
a long position will correspond to a holding exceeding this benchmark and
a short position to a holding below the benchmark. Hence long positions
are equivalent to buying additional shares and will thus also be referred to
as buy strategies. Similarly short positions correspond to selling shares and
will also be called sell strategies. This interpretation does not violate the
assumption of rational traders in our model as it is reasonable to assume
that multiple pieces of information are available with different time horizons.
If the piece of information we consider in our model is relatively short-lived
compared to another piece of information, we find that the initial position is
determined by this long-lived information and the trader makes adjustments
to exploit the short-lived information he has received. This reasoning allows
us to obtain the above interpretation of long and short positions.
While we can characterize the behavior of biased traders from our assumptions as outlined above, we will now have to focus our attention on the
behavior of the fully rational traders. These traders seek to maximize their
profits from trading which are given by
π = (v − p)xR ,

(4)

and the trader seeks to maximize E[π|v], his expected profits given the information he has received. Using these assumptions we can derive the following
proposition on the trading demand of rational informed traders.
Proposition 1. The trading demand of rational traders is given by
b
xR = ξ(v − p0 ) − φ(E[p|v]
− p0 ),
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where
φb = −

1 + λγ(φ + ξ) − 2λξ 1 + λγφ
< 0.
1 + λγ(φ + ξ)
λ(1 − γ)

Proof. The proof is provided in appendix A.1.

With φb < 0 we observe a different behavior of rational investors compared to
that of biased investors. It implies that for long positions (v > p0 ) rational
traders tend to increase their demand in rising markets (p > p0 ) and decrease
it in falling markets (p < p0 ). In accordance with our previous interpretation
we would thus observe a tendency to not realizing profits while realizing
losses more easily. We should therefore observe a reverse disposition effect
of rational traders.
For the case of short positions (v < p0 ) the demand in rising markets (p > p0 )
is reduced further while in falling markets (p < p0 ) it actually increases. We
thus also observe a reverse disposition effect for rational traders. As it is
easy to show that φb ≤ φ, we see that the disposition effect of rational traders
is more pronounced than that of biased traders.
The following proposition obtains the result for the aggregate behavior of the
market as commonly used in the empirical literature.
Proposition 2. If there are sufficient biased traders in the market, i. e.
γ >

ξ−β
ξ−β−φβ

the market on aggregate will exhibit a disposition effect and a

reverse disposition effect otherwise.

Proof. The proof is provided in appendix A.2.

We have thus recovered in our model the widely reported disposition effect
in markets dominated by trading strategies involving long-positions, as is
commonly the case. We might also reasonably infer that short positions are
more likely to be followed by experienced traders and they will thus show a
reverse disposition effect.
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2.2

Development of testable hypotheses

We can now use the model analyzed above to derive hypotheses which can be
empirically tested. Even if we know the identity of traders and many characteristics of them, we will obviously not be able to derive directly whether
they are rational or biased. It is reasonable, however, to suppose that the
more experience traders have in the markets, the less likely they are to be
affected by behavioral biases.
Using our inferences on the behavior of traders from the theoretical model
in section 2.1 we can directly derive our first two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 Trading strategies show a disposition effect for inexperienced
traders and a reverse disposition effect for experienced traders.
Hypothesis 2 Trading strategies encompassing short positions show a reverse disposition effect.

With the result on the aggregate behavior of traders from proposition (2),
not distinguishing between experienced and unexperienced traders, we easily
derive our third hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 On aggregate we observe a disposition effect in the market.

Our model for simplicity assumed that traders are either biased or rational.
We would in reality, however, expect that traders are affected to different
degrees by behavioral biases. If we reasonably assume that traders are less
affected by behavioral biases and becoming more rational the more experienced they are, we should also observe an equivalent implication for the
disposition effect, forming our final hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4 The more experienced a trader is, the smaller the disposition effect. For very experienced traders we should observe a reverse
disposition effect.
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With these hypotheses we can now proceed to empirically investigate the
validity of the model hypotheses as derived here. It will only be necessary
to define a measure for the disposition effect as well as a measure for the
experience of the traders.

3

Data and Methodology

This section describes the institutional setting of the markets and trades
analyzed. The Chinese stock market, which we investigate in this paper, has
some relevant peculiar characteristics which are worth pointing out to readers
not familiar with this market. We continue then to describe the contents of
the database used before presenting a measure of the disposition effect.

3.1

Stock exchanges in China

The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has two stock exchanges - the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SHSE) and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE), which
were established in November 1990 and April 1991, respectively. Stocks are
listed only on one exchange and not cross-listed. By the end of 2003 there
were 1,278 companies listed on the SHSE and the SZSE with a total market capitalization of US$523 billion. The Chinese stock market has in the
past been characterized by a strict segmentation between domestic and foreign investors. Companies issued category A shares to domestic investors
and category B shares to foreign investors. These shares were subsequently
traded separately and investors were restricted to their category of shares.
These two categories have been partially merged by allowing domestic investors to trade either category since February 2001.
Both exchanges use an electronic open limit order system and offer continuous
trading Mondays-Fridays from 9.30am to 11.30am and 1.00pm to 3.00pm,
except on public holidays. Investors can submit their limit orders, market
orders are not permitted, through computer terminals that show the current
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best five limit orders on both the bid and ask side. Orders to be exercised
at the opening call auction are submitted between 9.15am and 9.25am. The
opening price is calculated such that the transaction volume is maximal.
Unexecuted orders are automatically stored in the limit order book for the
continuous trading that begins at 9.30am. The closing price of each stock
is the volume-weighted average price during the last minute of trading, or
the price of the last trade if there is no trading during the last minute. The
selling of stocks follows a ”T + 1” rule, which means that a stock which is
bought today, cannot be sold until tomorrow, i. e. the next trading day.
Once a stock is sold, the income from this sale can be reinvested into the
stocks on the same day, but it cannot be drawn out again until the next
trading day.

3.2

Database overview

According to Chinese law an individual can open only one stock account on
each stock exchange using his/her National Identity Card (NIC). Nevertheless, some large investors collect NICs from the public, e. g. family members
or friends but also strangers, and open many stock accounts. Thus one investor may actually have multiple stock accounts, which effectively help them
to escape from supervision and facilitate their trading. It allows them to buy
and sell the same stock within a trading day, which formally is prohibited
by the ”T + 1” rule. One investor, however many stock accounts he/she
has, can normally only have one fund account with a brokerage company.
Thus we can identify the investor through the fund account rather than the
stock account and eliminate any bias in the data that might be generated by
relying on stock accounts.
Our database consists of the records of these fund accounts from one brokerage house. We find around 12,500 stock accounts in the database, but
only 4,700 fund accounts, which also denotes the number of investors in our
database. About 400 fund accounts are associated with more than two stock
accounts, controlling a total of 5,700 stock accounts, nearly half of the stock
accounts in our database. Only through examining the fund accounts are
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we able to track the precise value and portfolio of investors at any time in
the sample period and inquire into their trading behavior. Previous studies
had to rely on stock account data and were thus not able to analyze the
complete behavior of a single investor, which can easily give rise to biases
in the observed effects. Our access to fund account data should significantly
reduce any such bias.
After the investors open their fund account, they conduct all their transactions through the same branch of the brokerage company, buying and selling
of shares as well as transferring cash in and out of the account, hence we have
access to all relevant information about transactions the investor conducts.
A typical investor in China is not able to invest outside the PRC and since
mutual funds are relatively new in the PRC, we effectively know the investors’
total investments in equity markets and all their trades conducted. Although
investors could open accounts with multiple broker houses, this is only observed for large institutional investors in order to escape the supervision of
the stock exchange and its effect can be neglected for our purpose.
The database includes many pieces of information on the trades of investors
as well as personal characteristics:

Order submission For each order submitted by a trader we have recorded
the time, price, stock code, quantity, bid/ask at the time of submission,
associated fund account and stock account number of the investor. The
database also includes information on the way the investor did submit
the order, e. g. by telephone, internet or in the offices of the brokerage
firm, and whether and when the limit order has been canceled.
Transactions Each transaction is timed, has the associated fund account
number, stock account number, stock code, number of shares traded,
purchase or sale price and transaction costs (fees and taxes).
Accounts The database contains all fund accounts and their corresponding
stock accounts. The number of stocks in the investor’s stock accounts
after every transaction and the remaining cash in his fund account are
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recorded. The database also covers any other changes of these accounts
through non-trading activities, e. g. withdrawal or transfer of cash.
Investor information The database has additional information on each
investor associated with a fund account. For each individual investor
we know his/her gender, age, and the date of opening the fund account.
Institutional investors Apart from individual investors there are also 84
institutional investors in our database. We distinguish between institutional and individual investors as follows: when opening a stock account, different types of investors are marked differently. At the SZSE,
the stock accounts for institutional investors are marked by ”08” for
the first two characters of the account number; at the SHSE, the institutional stock accounts are marked ”B” or ”D” as the first character
of the account number. If any stock account associated with a fund
account implies it being an institutional trader, the trades in all stock
accounts are deemed to be institutional trades, even if other stock accounts imply it to be an individual investor.

Aggregating the information on all stock accounts associated with each fund
account, we can thus identify all orders submitted and trades conducted by
an individual trader. We are also able to determine his total wealth invested
into shares, as well as which shares he holds in what quantities at any point
in time and the amount of cash held in the fund account.
As our data are drawn from only a single branch of a brokerage house, we
have to be cautious as to whether the results obtained here are representative of the entire market, although we have no evidence for any bias in the
results from emerging from this restriction. Nevertheless, Feng and Seasholes
(2004) point out that investors tend to trade local companies, but it remains
unclear in as much this affects the behavior we are studying in this paper.
We might infer that for this investigation any bias due to the limitation of
data from a single branch are less relevant from the following arguments.
Firstly, investors in China usually choose more or less randomly between
brokerage houses and there are no significant differences between investors
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in different brokerage companies. Brokerage houses mainly play the role of
allowing investors to trade on stock exchanges, their service quality could
be evaluated by the speed and accuracy of information transfer, which are
almost identical across different brokerage firms. Other auxiliary functions,
such as providing computer terminals, are also widely spread and do not
distinguish brokerage houses from each other. Thus brokerage in China is a
fully competitive market and we should not expect any significant differences
between them. The second argument for our database being representative
is that the statistics of our database do not show any abnormal properties
compared to the market as a whole. We are thus confident about it being
representative of the market and its appropriateness for use in an academic
study with the scope we conduct here, despite the fact that the stocks traded
themselves might not be representative.

3.3

Data statistics

In detail, our database contains information on 4,619 investors from a major
Chinese brokerage company in a large Chinese city. We find information on
all trades of each investor in any of the 1,226 stocks between 8 September
1999 and 30 April 2003. The database allows us to identify each trader
with its personal characteristics such as age, sex, total investments made
into each stock, amount of cash deposited with the securities house, and
number of stock accounts, among others. In total we record 556,174 trades
for 2,886,734,942 shares with a total value of 39,227,195,202 RMB (approx
4.6bn US$), representing about 0.25% of the total trading volume of the two
Chinese stock exchanges combined during that time period. Table 1 provides
additional descriptive statistics of our database, split into institutional and
private investors.
We see from this table that the number of institutional investor in the sample
is not only very small but they are holding only about 6 stocks and having
a capital of only US$ 2.4m on average with the borkerage house, suggesting
that these investors have accounts with other brokerage houses, too. Despite
this we have no evidence to suggest that the relevant aspects of their behavior
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which we investigated is affected by this observation.

3.4

Data handling

In order to investigate the disposition effect it is essential that we are able to
determine two key variables, the duration of a trade and the profits generated.
Rather than focussing on individual trades, it would be more appropriate to
analyze trading strategies as e. g. a large order is commonly split into a
number of smaller orders to facilitate its exercise. We might also find that
the trader wants to hide his intentions and thus might provide liquidity by
posting repeatedly buy and sell orders such that only over time a position
slowly builds up.
In the absence of any information on the motivations for trades, we determine
the start and end points of a trading strategy by focussing on the holding of
a specific stock (inventory). If the change in the inventory reverses, i. e. if
it increases (decreases) after it previously has been decreasing (increasing),
we record the time of this reversal as the starting point of a new trading
strategy. The end point of the trading strategy is then determined by the
first time the inventory reaches the same level as when the trading strategy
started.
Using this methodology enables us to investigate the possibility that a trader
might follow a number of trading strategies at the same time, e. g. he might
have bought shares in the past in anticipation of a future increase and while
the price slowly adjusts he conducts some trades to provide liquidity to the
market, which would be a very short-term strategy complementing the more
long-term strategy. Alternatively, he might also want to exploit any shortlived information he has acquired, while still pursuing his long-term strategy.
Figure 1 illustrates this definition of buy and sell strategies using a fictitious
evolution of the stock holdings.
While this methodology only gives the total length of a trading strategy, our
interest is the average length the stocks are held during a trading strategy.
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Using the first-in first-out methodology we therefore determine the length of
each trade within the trading strategy and then take the weighted average of
these lengths as the duration of the trading strategy; the weights we use are
given by the relative trade sizes. This methodology in in contrast to Feng
and Seasholes (2005) in that they only consider the time from the first by to
the first sale of the stock, while we explicitly take into account the average
length with which a trader was invested into the stock and enable to consider
multiple strategies of a trader such as long-term and short term strategies.
With this definition of a trading strategy and its duration we can not only
analyze the disposition effect for various characteristics of investors, stocks
or market conditions, but also characteristics of the trading strategy itself.
Most importantly, we will be able to distinguish strategies involving reducing
the inventory (sell strategies, short positions in our theoretical model) and
those increasing the inventory (buy strategies, long positions).
In order to determine whether a trading strategy has produced a profit or
loss, we firstly calculate the profit the trading strategy has generated and then
compare this with the profits a buy-and-hold strategy would have yielded on
the average inventory. If the profits of the trading strategy exceed those
of the buy-and-hold strategy, we call the trading strategy profitable, and
loss-making otherwise.
More formally, let there be N trades during a trading strategy, each trade n
at time tn having a trading volume of qn . with the price of the asset at trade
n being denoted pn we easily obtain the profits from a buy and hold strategy
as:
ΠBAH =

N
pN − p0 X
(tn − tn−1 )qn .
tN − t0 n=1

(5)

The profits from trading are given by
ΠT =

N
X
1
(tn − tn−1 )pn qn .
tN − t0 n=1

(6)

We say that a trading strategy is profitable if ΠT > ΠBAH and loss-making
otherwise. Out of the 96088 trading strategies identified in our sample, 48899
were profitable and 47189 loss-making, showing a reasonable balance between
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them and giving further evidence of the appropriateness of our measure.
In order to measure the disposition effect we have to compare the duration of
trading strategies generating profits (D+ ) with those generating losses (D− ).
The size of the disposition effect we determine by
DISP O = 2

D− − D+
.
D− + D+

(7)

The larger this measure, the more pronounced the disposition effect and for
negative values we find the reverse disposition effect. This measure now allows us to investigate our database empirically for the presence and relevance
of the disposition effect. The only drawback of this measure of the disposition
effect is the requirement to aggregate a number of trading strategies according to some criteria. Given the size of our database we do not expect this
to be a serious limitation to our analysis. In estimating DISPO we estimate
D+ and D− as the median durations in the investigated category, allowing
for a robust estimation of the effect, eliminating the influence of outliers on
the results.

4

Analysis of empirical results

This section analyzes the durations of trading strategies empirically with the
aim to evaluate the model and hypotheses proposed in section 2. Throughout
this section we aggregate all durations falling into a given category and then
analyze the median duration within this category. We will first provide a
graphical analysis of the results, supported by results from tables 2 and 3,
to gain some intuition for the outcomes before proceeding to a regression
analysis in the second part.

4.1

Graphical analysis of results

Our results show very clearly that while buy strategies show the disposition
effect, sell strategies are showing the reverse disposition effect as predicted
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by our model above, see figure 2. Statistical testing shows that the signs and
differences between buy and sell strategies are highly significant, see table
2. The effect that overall we observe a disposition effect can be traced back
to the fact that long positions dominate the trading strategies with us observing 40,775 (40,844) profitable (loss-making) buy strategies against 9,000
(7,679) profitable (loss-making) sell strategies. Thus this graph confirms our
hypothesis 3.
We furthermore observe from figure 3(a) that more active traders, i. e. those
who trade more frequently, are less subject to the disposition effect. We
can reasonably suppose that more active traders are more experienced. We
also observe in figure 3(b) that institutional investors, usually regarded as
more experienced, are subject to the reverse disposition effect while individual traders are subject to the disposition effect. Given that individual
traders are much more common than institutional traders, the aggregate effect would again show a disposition effect. As before the described results
show a high degree of significance in statistical tests and therefore support
our hypothesis 4.
In order to evaluate hypotheses 1 and 2, we have to split our sample into buy
and sell strategies. Figure 4(a) shows clearly that for buy strategies individual traders show a disposition effect while institutional investors exhibit a
reverse disposition effect, in accordance with our hypothesis 1. For sell orders
the same figure shows a reverse disposition effect for both, individual and institutional investors, where that of the institutional investors is stronger, as
stated in hypothesis 2.
Using the trading frequency as a measure for the experience of traders we
observe from figure 4(b) that with increasing experience the disposition effect
reduces for buy strategies, as we would expect from combining hypotheses 3
and 4. While the results reported thus far satisfy any statistical test at
a high significance level, for sell strategies the picture is very unclear and
statistically not significant and we are not able to confirm easily the results.
This disappointing outcome might be due to the fact that sell strategies are
only rarely observed and thus our sample size is too small to yield more
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significant results. This, however, merely reflects the relatively rare use of
sell strategies by traders, compared to buy strategies.
Another important observation is that most of the reverse disposition effect
can be found for short-term trading strategies, lasting up to an hour, while a
significant disposition effect can only be found for trading strategies that last
more than three months. Trading strategies of intermediate length do not
show any significant bias as shown in figure 5. This picture is consistent for
individual and private investors. It is reasonable to assume that experienced
traders are employing more short-term strategies in order to exploit new
short-lived information they receive as well as the behavioral bias of less
experienced traders. Our data show that institutional traders as well as active
traders with a high trading frequency have a proportionally larger fraction
of trades with a short duration. We can thus conclude that the reverse
disposition effect for short duration is consistent with our hypothesis 4.
It is also possible to employ other measures of investor experience, such as
their age and sex. We observe from figure 6(a) that female traders are more
affected by the disposition effect than male traders. Furthermore, figure 6(b)
shows younger traders are slightly less affected than older traders. We see
here again the clear difference to institutional investors, who are included in
both cases in the category labeled ”NA”. These differences in the disposition
effect can easily be explained with the experience of these different categories
of traders. These inferences from the presented graphs can be supported by
statistical tests as reported in table 4.
Besides those characteristics reported here, we also considered other variables
that might be used as an indicator of their experience, such as their total
capital with the brokerage firm, trading volume, trading activity as measure
by the ratio of their trading volume and their capital, the number of stock
accounts held by an investor, the time since the investor opened his fund
account, the size of his position, or the size of the company. In most cases
the relationships between those variables and the disposition effect was less
clear than using the variables we used in the graphs above and we were not
able to gain any further insights from using these variables.
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The relationships established in this section are in agreement with our hypotheses as developed in section 2, but we might gain further insights by
employing a regression analysis to explore the relative importance of the
different variables. This would also enable us to take into account the possibility that several variables can be correlated, e. g. trading frequency and
age might be strongly correlated and thus age does not provide additional information to explain the disposition effect. Therefore the coming subsection
explores a regression analysis on our dataset.

4.2

Regression analysis

Using the ideas generated from the graphical analysis above we can now
continue our analysis with a regression of the appropriate variables on the
disposition effect (DISPO). We use the trading strategy (STRAT) which is 1
for a buy strategy and zero for a sell strategy, the trading frequency (FREQ)
ranging from 1 for the highest decile to 10 for the lowest decile within our
sample, the duration of the strategy (DURA) ranging from 1 for durations
of less than an hour to 5 for durations of more than three months, the age of
the investor (AGE) ranging from 1 for traders below 30 years to 5 for traders
above 60 years, the sex (SEX) which 1 for male and zero for female, and
whether the trader is an institutional investor or individual investor (INST).
We first assigned each trading strategy into one category we are able to
generate from the division of our explanatory variables. For each of these
categories we calculated the disposition effect (DISPO). As not all categories
had at least one profitable and one loss-making strategy, we were not able
to obtain data for all categories, thus reducing the sample size significantly.
Although the explanatory variables show some significant correlations, most
notably between the trading strategy (STRAT) and the SEX (SEX) for individual investors as well as between the trading frequency (FREQ) and the
investor type (INST), see table 5, this does not affect the results reported in
table 6.
The regression shows mixed support for our hypothesis 4 by assigning a
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statistically significant sign to the coefficient of FREQ, the trading frequency,
only for institutional investors, while the result for individual investors is
much less significant. Other measures we had investigated, the age and
whether we have an individual or institutional trader as well as the sex of
the trader do not show any statistically significant coefficients. This result
clearly indicates that experience is better expressed with other variables and
the found relationships in the graphical analysis are arising simply as the
consequence of a correlation between them rather than causality.
We also see that the coefficient of the trading strategy, ST RAT , is significantly positive for individual investors, confirming our hypothesis 3. We can
thus rule out the possibility that the result was due to more unexperienced
traders choosing buy over sell strategies, there is, however, no statistical
significance for this variable for institutional investors. This result may be
driven by the small sample size for institutional investors.
A somewhat less obvious result of the regression is the relatively large positive
coefficient of the duration (DU RA). Although we had found the proposed
relationship in figure 5, our hypothesis at that stage had been that there
might be a strong correlation between the experience of traders and the
duration. We see here, however, that the effect of the duration does not
diminish greatly for individual investors if we include the trading frequency
(F REQ) into the regression as should be expected if our initial inferences
had been correct. Our model does not allow for differences in the duration
to impact on the disposition effect. Such an effect might, however, arise if we
allow for investors to trade on multiple pieces of information with different
time horizons. As we have not developed such a model, this interpretation
must remain speculative and requires to develop an appropriate model for
testing. The pronounced differences between individual and institutional
investors may also indicate that for individual investors the duration of their
trading strategies might be a more appropriate measure of their experience
with more experienced investors following more long-term strategies, while
for institutional investors this can be said of the frequency of trading.
Although the obtained R2 is in all cases very low, testing for overfitting of the
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data using the method in Foster et al. (1997) clearly rejected this hypothesis
at a high level of significance, apart from the regression in table 7(a). In
doing this test we assumed that there are 15 potential variables to explain
the outcome, the number of variables we could obtain from our database for
characteristics of investors, trading strategies, stocks, and market conditions.
One contributory factor to these low R2 is the classification of data to explain
a continuous variable; this classification of data must necessarily reduce the
quality of our regression. The rejection of overfitting and the significance of
coefficients serves as a good indicator for the validity of our results.
In order to investigate hypothesis 1 and 2 we have to split our sample into
those data arising from following a buy and those following a sell strategy.
The results of these two regressions are shown in table 7.
As we clearly see from table 7 the regression for buy strategies again shows
a statistically significant positive coefficient associated with the duration of
trading strategies (DURA), supporting hypothesis 1 with our interpretation
of the duration as a measure of investor experience as detailed above. the
small sample size for institutional investors does not give any statistically
significant results.
The regression for short positions or sell strategies as shown in table 7 shows
the opposite sign for the duration of the trading strategies (DURA) for individual investors as is consistent with hypothesis 2 after the foresaid. Again
we find no statistically significant results for institutional investors.
We also investigated whether the presence of infrequently trading investors
had a significant impact on the results reported here. To investigate this
problem we included a dummy variable into the regressions which eliminated
the effect of the investors with the lowest 10% and 20% of trading frequency.
It turned out that the results were nearly identical. Furthermore, there is
also no impact on the outcomes from the fact that DISP O ∈ [−2; 2] as the
data used do not approach the boundaries too close and also the regressions
imply no such approach.
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We can summarize this section by stating that while our empirical investigation found strong support for hypotheses 3 and 4, the evidence for hypothesis
1 was much weaker and for hypothesis 2 inconclusive. We found clear evidence for the existence of a disposition effect for some traders while others
showed a reverse disposition effect, which has thus far not been reported in
the literature with the exception of Ranguelova (2001) for small companies.
We found, however, no evidence that the size of the company, measured by
its market capitalization, has any effect on our outcome. In that sense it provides a new finding to the literature. However, we found another explanatory
variable, the duration of a trading strategy which has not been reported before. Although we present a hypothesis to its effect, a full explanation of its
origin and interpretation awaits further research.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we found evidence for the dependence of the disposition effect
and reverse disposition effect on characteristics of the traders and their trading strategies, results which have not been reported in the literature before.
Access to a unique database which allows us to investigate a wide range of
characteristics of investors enables us observe that traders following a buy
strategy exhibit the disposition effect while those following a sell strategy
show a reverse disposition effect. Without distinguishing between these two
trading strategies we confirm the usual disposition effect of traders. Our
data also provide evidence that the experience or sophistication of traders
affects the size of the disposition effect in line with the established literature.
Furthermore we find a strong influence of the length of a trading strategy
on the disposition effect; short-term strategies yield the reverse disposition
effect while long-term strategies the disposition effect.
We explain the differences between buy and sell strategies using a model
based on the auction model developed in Kyle (1985), modifying it to allow
for some informed traders to exhibit a behavioral bias which causes them
to sell in rising markets and buy in falling markets, acting as contrarian
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investors. Rational investors will exploit this bias and together create the
empirically observed outcome of the disposition and reverse disposition effect
both being present in the market.
One result we obtain from our dataset is that the length of the trading
strategy is an important factor for the determination of the disposition effect.
Further research is required to find a reasonable explanation for this result
which we cannot derive from the model developed in this paper. Our research
also shows the importance of evaluating the characteristics of traders as well
as their trading strategies when investigating the disposition effect, and most
likely other behavioral biases alike. This suggests future research should pay
more attention to these characteristics rather than looking only at aggregate
data for all traders.

A
A.1

Appendix: Proofs
Proof of proposition 1

At first we have to note that the price equation as given in (1) is circular
with the trading demand x contained in the price through xB , hence we have
to solve for the price in the first instance using (2):
p = µ + λ(x + u)

(8)

= µ + λ (γξ(v − p0 ) − γφ(p − p0 ) + (1 − γ)xR + u)
µ
λ
p =
+
(γξv − γ(ξ − φ)p0 + (1 − γ)xR + u) .
1 + λγφ 1 + λγφ
Inserting this expression into (4) and maximizing the expected profits gives
the following first order condition:
v−

µ
λ
λ
−
(γξv − γ(ξ − φ)) − 2
(1 − γ)xR = 0,
1 + λγφ 1 + λγφ
1 + λγφ

(9)

which can easily be solved as
!

1 + λγ(φ − ξ)
µ
γ(ξ − φ)
xR =
v−
−
p0 .
2λ(1 − γ)
2λ(1 − γ) 2(1 − γ)

(10)
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By comparing coefficients with (2) we see that
1 + λγ(φ − ξ)
,
2λ(1 − γ)
γ(ξ − φ)
µ
α =
p0 −
.
2(1 − γ)
2λ(1 − γ)
β =

(11)

We can now determine the expected trading demand of the fully rational
traders:

p0 − µ
(12)
2λ(1 − γ)
We also find as a consequence of E[v] = p0 that E[xB ] = −φ(E[p] − p0 ) and
E[xR ] =

obtain
E[p] = µ + λE[x]

(13)

= µ + λ (γE[xB ] + (1 − γ)E[xR ])


µ
1
+ p0
+ λγφ − λγφE[p]
=
2
2
µ + p0 (1 + 2λγφ)
,
E[p] =
2(1 + λγφ)
which in turn gives us

p0 − µ
.
2(1 + λγφ)
Hence we have for the total expected trading demand
E[xB ] = φ

E[x] = γE[xB ] + (1 − γ)E[xR ]
1 + 2λγφ
=
(p0 − µ).
2λ(1 + λγφ)

(14)

(15)

The price is set such that given the order flow it reflects the belief of the
fundamental value by uninformed traders:
p = E[v|x + u]
Cov[v, x + u]
(x + u − E[x + u])
= E[v] +
V ar[x + u]
!
βσv2
1 + 2λγφ
= p0 + 2 2
x+u−
(p0 − µ) .
β σv + σu2
2λ(1 + λγφ)

(16)

Comparing coefficients with (1) we see that
βσv2
,
β 2 σv2 + σu2
1 + 2λγφ
µ = p0 − λ
(p0 − µ)
2λ(1 + λγφ)
= p0 .
λ =

(17)
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This immediately enables us to solve for α as
α=

λγ(ξ − φ) − 1
p0 = −βp0 .
2λ(1 − γ)

(18)

We can also combine (17) and (11) to obtain explicit solutions for λ and β,
which are of no relevance here.
The demand of fully rational traders is given by
xR = β(v − p0 ) =

1 + λγ(φ − ξ)
(v − p0 ).
2λ(1 − γ)

(19)

The expected price of informed investors is from (8) determined as
p0
λ
+
(γξv − γ(ξ − φ)p0 + (1 − γ)xR )
1 + λγφ 1 + λγφ
λ
= p0 +
(γξ + (1 − γ)β) (v − p0 )
1 + λγφ
1 + λγ(φ + ξ)
= p0 +
(v − p0 )
2(1 + λγφ)

E[p|v] =

(20)

We can now use this result to compare the result in (19) with that of a biased
trader. Suppose we also split the demand of the fully rational trader up into
a rational and a biased part, where the rational part is identical to that of
the biased trader
b
xR = ξ(v − p0 ) − φ(E[p|v]
− p0 ).

(21)

The last term denotes the deliberate deviation from the rational demand due
to the presence of biased traders. Combining (19)-(21), we obviously get the
requirement that
φb = −

1 + λγ(φ + ξ) − 2λξ 1 + λγφ
.
1 + λγ(φ + ξ)
λ(1 − γ)

We see that for this term to be negative it is required that ξ <
the result from Kyle (1985) where ξ =

1
,
2λ

(22)
1+λγφ
.
λ(2−γ)

Using

we see that this relationship is

always fulfilled. For γ = 0, i. e. the absence of any biased traders, the results
collapse to that of Kyle (1985) as expected.
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A.2

Proof of proposition 2

For the aggregate effect on the total trading demand we can use that x =
γxB + (1 − γ)xR and inserting from (3) and (19) we obtain by noting the
result in (20) and the definition of β in (11):
x = γxB + (1 − γ)xR

(23)

= γξ(v − p0 ) − γφ(p − p0 ) + (1 − γ)β(v − p0 )
= (γξ − β(γ − 1 + γφ)) (v − p0 ).
Dividing the aggregate demand into a rational part and a biased part as
before, we can write this as
b −p )
x = ξ(v − p0 ) − φ(p
0
b

(24)

b
= (ξ − φβ)(v
− p0 ).
b

Comparing coefficients in (23) and (24) yields immediately that
φb = γφ + (1 − γ)
b

ξ−β
.
β

(25)

b
We observe that φb is positive if there are sufficient biased traders in the

market:
γ>

ξ−β
,
ξ − β − φβ

(26)

which is less than 1 as it is easy to show that ξ − β ≤ 0. Assuming condition (26) to be fulfilled throughout the remainder of this paper we obtain a
disposition effect for long positions and a reverse disposition effect for short
positions for the aggregate demand as argued above.

B

Appendix: Testing for differences in DISP O

We have two values for the variable DISP O, DISP O1 and DISP O2 . We
want to test the hypothesis
H0 : DISP O1 = DISP O2 .

(27)
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If we define η =









2
1
2
1
, For i ∈ {1, 2} and
− ln D+
− ln D+
− ln D−
ln D−

x ∈ {+, −} let Dxi denote the median of the duration of profitable and lossmaking trades in the two respective samples, we can rewrite (27) as
H00 : η = 0.

(28)

It is shown in (Bonett and Price 2002) that an estimate of η, denoted ηb has
the following confidence interval:
h

i

η ∈ J ≡ ηb − z α2 σ; ηb + z α2 σ ,
where z α2 is the usual value of the normal distribution at

(29)
α
2

and

1
1
2
2
σ 2 = V ar[ln D−
] + V ar[ln D+
] + V ar[ln D−
] + V ar[ln D+
].

(30)

With d1− (j), d1+ (j), d2− (j) and d2+ (j) denoting the durations from which the
2
2
1
1
are taken. The durations are ordered such
and D+
, D−
, D+
medians D−

that they represent the jth largest value, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., nix }, where nix is the
number of observations in sample i ∈ {1, 2} and result x ∈ {+, −}. Define
aix =

nix + 1 q i
− nx ,
2

(31)

rounded to the next integer and ξxi defined implicitly by λix = 1 − Φ (ξxi )
where
λix

=

i −1
 nix aX
x

1
2

i=0

nix !
.
i!(nix − i)!

(32)

This gives the variance of the median as
V

ar[ln Dxi ]

=

ln dix (nix − aix + 1) − ln dix (aix )
2ξxi

!2

.

(33)

If now 0 6∈ J we can reject the hypothesis that DISP O1 = DISP O2 .
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Figure 1: Illustration for the definition of buy and sell strategies
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Figure 2: Disposition effect for different trading strategies.
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Figure 3: Disposition effect for differently experienced traders.
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Figure 4: Disposition effect for differently experienced traders, split up by
trading strategy.
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Figure 5: Disposition effect for trading strategies of different length.
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Figure 6: Disposition effect for investors of different sex and age.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of data

Number of investors
Number of fund accounts
Number of stock accounts
Number of male (female) investors
Average age of investors
Total number of trades
Total trading volume (shares)
Total trading volume (RMB)
Average capital (RMB)
Average fraction of capital
invested into stocks
Average number of stocks held
Average time of holding shares

Institutional investors
77
84
1,958

63,916
617,476,167
9,530,495,153
20,201,406

Individual investors
4,542
4,575
10,512
2,108 (2,078)
40 years
492,258
2,269,258,774
29,696,700,049
715,942

61%
6.22
40.37 days

79%
2.98
47.95 days

Buy
Sell
1st decile
2nd decile
3rd decile
4th decile
5th decile
6th decile
7th decile
8th decile
9th decile
10th decile
Type of
Individual
trader
Institutional
Sex of
Male
trader
Female
NA
Age of
< 30 years
trader
30 − 35 years
35 − 45 years
45 − 60 years
> 60 years
NA
All trades and traders

Trading
strategy
Frequency
of trading

Duration of loss-making trades
Median
StdDev
Obs
155137
1161410
40844
111502
979304
7679
1650070
2645145
530
841776
1975141
1014
632528
1779176
1462
452488
1625703
2216
328941
1379657
3061
259562
1177754
4519
168938
1029648
6512
137143
920273
9723
94559
810515
7784
70120
711564
11702
149942
1143982
47189
46584
133382
1334
131511
107201
24622
185600
1232212
19965
91741
971721
3936
144192
1181693
4979
126085
1069726
12467
159411
1183480
13873
167368
1163798
8918
200838
1171750
4350
91741
971721
3936
146583
1135716
48523

Duration of profit-making trades
Median
StdDev
Obs
121730
643830
40775
139366
1688023
9000
535273
1478052
649
389279
1184456
1368
310593
1004820
2012
256428
989073
2965
205069
961879
3688
173997
858970
5128
128983
892115
6611
108452
885697
9850
85921
1014786
6722
62793
863739
10782
124336
946300
48899
133382
774772
876
114561
958629
23827
133260
943487
22886
146549
816080
3062
127505
916351
4493
119858
917541
11605
130832
983502
15260
104820
919462
10534
146239
1023101
4821
146549
816080
3062
124485
943548
49775
0.2413
-0.2221
1.0202
0.7351
0.6827
0.5531
0.4639
0.3947
0.2682
0.2336
0.0957
0.0551
0.1867
-0.9646
0.1378
0.3283
-0.4600
0.1228
0.0506
0.1969
0.4596
0.3146
-0.4600
0.1630

DISPO

187.5983∗∗∗
30.3356∗∗∗
83.8962∗∗∗
87.7071∗∗∗
84.8250∗∗∗
71.1704∗∗∗
73.0069∗∗∗
83.3541∗∗∗
40.9440∗∗∗
51.8101∗∗∗
5.4338∗∗
10.7841∗∗∗
137.0233∗∗∗
61.2742∗∗∗
39.3758∗∗∗
182.1019∗∗∗
59.4585∗∗∗
5.2169∗∗
2.8553∗
44.3155∗∗∗
169.2156∗∗∗
48.9233∗∗∗
59.4585∗∗∗
102.5037∗∗∗

χ2 -statistic

The below table provides an overview of the data on the duration of loss-making and profit-making trades. For a variety of trade and trader
characteristics we report the median duration (measured in seconds), the standard deviation of the duration (StdDev) and the number of
observations (Obs) for each category as well as the resulting DISPO. The final column reports the results of the χ2 -test on the equality of the
median durations for loss-making and profit-making trades, the equivalent to testing the hypothesis H0 : DISP O = 0.
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
, , denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Table 2: Comparison of durations for different trade and trader types
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Institutional
investors

Individual
investors

< 1 hour
1 − 2 hours
2 hours - 1 day
1 − 2 days
2 days - 1 week
1 − 2 weeks
2 weeks - 1 month
1 − 3 months
3 months - 1 year
> 1 year
< 1 hour
1 − 2 hours
2 hours - 1 day
1 − 2 days
2 days - 1 week
1 − 2 weeks
2 weeks - 1 month
1 − 3 months
3 months - 1 year
> 1 year

Duration of loss-making trades
Median
StdDev
Obs
964
1116
1235
5480
1045
872
11572
2119
2562
20736
4332
4796
46211
12431
7370
101825
20713
6388
209122
45574
6495
518449
177911
9128
1618351
726334
6951
5251248
1683329
1392
376
931
325
5163
1045
60
10941
2179
91
20105
3864
115
46819
12943
155
104439
20390
131
199329
48988
105
550266
167924
196
1513258
611836
140
5116372
815877
16

Duration of profit-making trades
Median
StdDev
Obs
2010
1000
852
5495
1037
998
11348
2112
2900
20672
4353
5343
46275
12410
8613
101773
20620
7293
208850
45434
7745
493593
175191
9202
1486163
688449
5137
5468474
1972067
816
2220
992
22
4941
1004
32
11628
2098
55
19532
4240
82
46204
12341
144
102139
20829
112
206384
46098
128
509341
179873
194
1331100
605412
94
4355204
1167605
13

-0.7034
-0.0027
0.0195
0.0031
-0.0014
0.0005
0.0013
0.0491
0.0852
-0.0405
-1.4206
0.1627
-0.0609
0.0289
0.0132
0.0223
-0.0348
0.0772
0.1281
0.1607

DISPO

126.3639∗∗∗
0.0344
3.6022∗
0.0434
0.0462
0.0123
0.0230
34.2212∗∗∗
51.2268∗∗∗
2.8070∗
19.5360∗∗∗
0.1917
1.4294
0.2683
0.0309
0.9414
0.1127
4.9642∗∗
4.5520∗∗
0.9089

χ2 -statistic

The below table provides an overview of the data on the duration of loss-making and profit-making trades. For a variety of trade and trader
characteristics we report the median duration (measured in seconds), the standard deviation of the duration (StdDev) and the number of
observations (Obs) for different trading lengths, divided into individual and institutional traders as well as the resulting DISPO. The final
column reports the results of the χ2 -test on the equality of the median durations for loss-making and profit-making trades, the equivalent to
testing the hypothesis H0 : DISP O = 0.
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
, , denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Table 3: Comparison of durations for different trading lengths
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Test statistic
0.0723
-0.1469∗∗∗
-0.2704∗∗∗
0.1507∗∗

Chracteristics tested
Institutional vs individual traders
Buy vs sell strategy
Male vs female traders

Test statistic
1.2392∗∗∗
0.4656∗∗∗
0.1933∗∗∗

Standard error
0.1434
0.0463
0.0319

Standard error
0.611
0.0175
0.0120
0.0105
0.0095
0.088
0.0109
0.0131
0.0625
(d) Other characteristics

Test statistic
-0.8693∗∗∗
-0.0144
0.0125
0.0024
-0.023
0.0005
-0.0492∗∗∗
-0.0356∗∗∗
0.1193∗∗∗

(b) Duration of trading strategies
Durations tested
< 1 hour vs 1 − 2 hours
1 − 2 hours vs 2 hours - 1 day
2 hours - 1 day vs 1 − 2 days
1 − 2 days vs 2 days - 1 week
2 days - 1 week vs 1 − 2 weeks
1 − 2 weeks vs 2 weeks - 1 month
2 weeks - 1 month vs 1 − 3 months
1 − 3 months vs 3 months - 1 year
3 months - 1 year vs > 1 year

Standard error
0.625
0.0419
0.0472
0.0670

Standard error
0.1419
0.1123
0.0966
0.0860
0.0732
0.0605
0.0548
0.0539
0.0520

(c) Age of traders

Test statistic
0.3546∗∗
0.0600
0.1433
0.0954
0.0726
0.1301∗∗
0.0351
0.1389∗∗
-0.0146

Ages tested
< 30 years vs 30 − 35 years
30 − 35 years vs 35 − 45 years
35 − 45 years vs 45 − 60 years
45 − 60 years vs > 60 years

Deciles tested
1st vs 2nd
2nd vs 3rd
3rd vs 4th
4th vs 5th
5th vs 6th
6th vs 7th
7th vs 8th
8th vs 9th
9th vs 10th

(a) Trading frequency

This table shows the results of tests for statistical significance of differences in the disposition effect, DISP O. The test procedure used is detailed
in the appendix.
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
, , denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

Table 4: Comparison of the strength of the disposition effect
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Table 5: Correlation of explanatory variables
The tables below show the χ2 -statistic to test for the independence of the explanatory
variables trading strategy (STRAT), the trading frequency (FREQ), the duration of the
strategy (DURA), the age (AGE), the sex (SEX), and whether the trader is an institutional
investor or individual investor (INST).
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
, , denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.
(a) Correlation of explanatory variables for individual investors
STRAT
STRAT
FREQ
DURA
AGE
SEX

FREQ
16.8135∗

DURA
0.2331
15.538

(b) Correlation of explanatory
for institutional investors
STRAT FREQ
STRAT
3.8270
FREQ
DURA

AGE
7.9259∗
14.2229
9.5448

SEX
7.4449∗∗∗
7.7561
7.7668
0.1671

variables
DURA
0.5504
9.2483

(c) Correlation of explanatory variables for all investors
STRAT FREQ DURA
INST
STRAT
1.0351 0.1952
2.0536
2.3318 27.704∗∗∗
FREQ
DURA
1.6266
INST

0.0251

∗∗∗

3
−0.0905∗∗∗

4
−0.0566
0.1703∗∗∗
−0.0079
0.0244

∗∗∗

5
−0.1803∗∗∗
0.1734∗∗∗
−0.0098∗∗
0.0236∗∗

6
−0.0282

0.0039

3
0.0096

4
0.5285
0.0793
−0.0718∗∗
0.0102

5
−0.0647
0.1477

2
0.0168

0.0284

3
−0.1073

4
−0.0792
0.1828∗∗∗
−0.0064

0.0262

5
−0.1971∗∗
0.1799∗∗∗

−0.0062
0.0286

6
−0.0693

8
−0.1004∗∗
0.1704∗∗∗
−0.0068
0.0238∗∗∗
−0.0113
−0.0056

8
−0.1544
0.1789∗∗∗
−0.0074
0.0262
0.0131

7
0.5763
0.0832
−0.0723∗∗
−0.0145

7
−0.1339∗∗∗
0.1701∗∗∗
−0.0070∗
0.0234∗∗

7
−0.1573
0.1803∗∗∗
−0.0065
0.0264

−0.0781∗∗
0.0115

6
−0.6670∗

(c) Regressions with all investors (sample size 136)

−0.0774∗∗

2
0.6252∗∗

−0.0060

1
−0.0953
0.1446

(b) Regressions with institutional investors (sample size 36)

−0.0107∗∗

2
0.0502

1
−0.1184∗∗∗
0.1824∗∗∗

CONST
STRAT
FREQ
DURA

CONST
STRAT
FREQ
DURA
INST

CONST
STRAT
FREQ
DURA
AGE
SEX

1
−0.1055∗∗∗
0.1742∗∗∗

(a) Regressions with individual investors (sample size 898)

The table below shows the coefficients from a number of regressions of the disposition effect (DISPO) on the trading strategy (STRAT) which is
1 for a buy strategy and zero for a sell strategy, the trading frequency (FREQ) ranging from 1 for the highest decile to 10 for the lowest decile,
the duration of the strategy (DURA) ranging from 1 for duration of less than an hour to 5 for duration of more than 3 months, the age (AGE)
ranging from 1 for traders below 30 years to 5 for traders above 60 years, the sex (SEX) which 1 for male and zero for female, and whether the
trader is an institutional investor or individual investor (INST).
∗ ∗ ∗, ∗∗, ∗ denote significance of the coefficients at the 1, 5 and 10% level, respectively. We use White heteroskedasticity consistent standard
errors and covariances.

Table 6: Regression analysis of the disposition effect
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−0.0341∗∗

2
−0.0011

3
−0.0374
−0.0059
−0.0348∗∗

4
−0.0877
−0.0052
−0.0342∗∗
−0.0187
−0.0029

CONST
FREQ
DURA

1
1.3108
−0.1618
−0.1245

2
0.2781

3
1.4794
−0.1450
−0.1047

(c) Trading strategies with short positions
(sell strategies) of institutional traders (sample size 23)

1
−0.0771
−0.0046

CONST
FREQ
DURA
INST

1
−0.1474
0.0047
−0.0145

2
−0.0749

3
−0.1040
0.0048
−0.0146

4
−0.1012
0.0037
−0.0146
0.0172

(e) Trading strategies with short positions (sell strategies) of all traders (sample size 63)

CONST
FREQ
DURA
AGE
SEX

(a) Trading strategies with short positions (sell strategies) of
individual traders (sample size 476)
1
0.1278∗∗∗
−0.0082
0.0771∗∗∗

2
−0.1698∗∗∗

3
−0.1248∗∗∗
−0.0072∗∗
0.0758∗∗∗

1
0.4433
−0.0506

0.0580

2
−0.1424

3
0.2473
−0.0466
0.0498

4
−0.1053∗∗∗
−0.0072∗∗
0.0760∗∗∗
−0.0051
−0.0099

CONST
FREQ
DURA
INST

1
0.1679∗∗
−0.0167∗

0.0621∗∗∗

2
−0.1283∗

3
−0.0231
−0.0172∗∗
0.0627∗∗∗

4
−0.0234
−0.0171∗∗
0.0627∗∗∗
−0.0016

(f) Trading strategies with long positions (buy strategies) of
all traders (sample size 73)

CONST
FREQ
DURA

(d) Trading strategies with long positions
(buy strategies) of institutional traders (sample size 13)

CONST
FREQ
DURA
AGE
SEX

(b) Trading strategies with long positions (buy strategies) of individual traders (sample size 422)

The table below shows the coefficients of a number of regressions of the disposition effect (DISPO) on the trading frequency (FREQ) ranging from 1 for
the highest decile to 10 for the lowest decile, the duration of the strategy (DURA) ranging from 1 for duration of less than an hour to 5 for duration of
more than 3 months, the age (AGE) ranging from 1 for traders below 30 years to 5 for traders above 60 years, the sex (SEX) which 1 for male and zero for
female, and whether the trader is an institutional investor or individual investor (INST).For institutional investors we set the age and sex equal to zero.
∗ ∗ ∗, ∗∗, ∗ denote significance of the coefficients at the 1, 5 and 10% level, respectively.

Table 7: Regression analysis of the disposition effect for trading strategies involving long and short positions
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